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I: There is different things I mean Sheila Robinson remembered 

Sheila Clare remembered. This is an interview with Randolf 

Vigne. It is the second of September and the interview is in 

London ah. 

RV: Yes I am the opposite yes alright sorry. 

I: Yes alright sorry I let me go on with questioning again. 

Randolf this is the second set of questions that I wanted to 

go back to the organization ah and in particular I wanted to 

ask how good the cell structure was at to make a start at the 

local level in Cape Town ah I sometimes from some people from 

get the impression from some people that it was fairly loose 

but as you were saying a moment ago no it was yes. 

RV: Well my experience of it to was that it was not at all but 

then I didn't happen to be part of a large circle of friends 

all of whom remembers and something I was bag it out of that 

I had been not a member in Cape Town alot of the members were. 

I: Yes. 

RV: You see alot of the members worked you know see junior 

lecturers and stuff ___________ post-graduates and 

stuff and so ah I you know wasn't a in a position to feel that 
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people were meeting socially as I am saying. 

I: Yes. 

RV: I did have one experience of a member quite blank member quite 

casually that we were right away from Cape Town and in 

different mission and eventually in a quite loosely to main 

I : 

stay ________________ out of Sharp Pool so 

maybe there were careless people but as far as them pointed to 

the we were very strict on this as if you only knew people in 

NUSAS and when that Windsor thing crashed up to Leftwich 

disaster name _______ ______ _____ Robert people 

that I know and people who are never seen right and I said it 

wasn't it wasn't it could be non-sense the system as far as I 

considered so as it worked . 

Yes. Yes ah you belonged to a cell yourself and did it 

function fairly regularly in the sense of meeting fairly 

regularly and and it was it's main goal was in mainly 

operational yes. 

RV: Yes but that was it was also ironical in a sense that you were 

representative of a group of cells meeting with ______ a 

representative of another group of cells and connected with 

similar people and similar level in Johannesburg 

I: In Johannesburg yes. 

RV: Yes. 

as it was 

I: So ah the event as far as you recall they were distinctly a 
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cell you belong to you represented that cell at the regional 

Cape Town level and sometimes you also represented the whole 

region at the national level . 

RV: That i s right yes of course . 

I: Yes . 

RV: And as far as I was concerned we were fairly tight. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Yes with them as I say there was this factor of people being 

fed so that is like that. 

I: Sometimes yes. 

RV: Suddenly perhaps a little bit kind of juvenile 

I: Sure yes. 

RV: The right attitude for a reminder an d . 

I: But the group you were members with did would you have known 

their names or would you only have known them in this code 

names or would you have known them by their real names as 

well. 

RV: At regional level I know who they were the people that I have 

met I knew. 

I: Yes. 

RV: There weren't any people I didn't know but but on a national 

level in it ____ ___ people who came down to Cape Town to 

see us ______________ Black members ah I didn't 

____________ any of them ___________ names 

were. always 
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I: Yes and those Black members would those of been the ones that 

really ah emerge in the trials in the in the Hurson ah and the 

Cape Town trials I think there were people names Tohonnie and 

Gladler ah and Marks ____________ you would have 

meet met them yes so even among the Johannesburg people among 

the Blacks particularly you would have not have known and then 

when they came and ·some of them did come down to Cape Town and 

that was all so as well yes. 

RV: We come down to Java _____ too yes. 

I: As well yes but do you remember distinctly Blacks coming down 

to Cape Town for liaison purposes yes. 

RV: Absolutely yes. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Two particular chaps and one particular for the outside that 

would be for with before that was in Johannesburg ah and they 

the two of you you can get on as well. 

I: Yes. Do you remember the code names by any chance? 

RV: Do you know I don't I could hardly do know except a very few 

ah few 

I: Sure but your sense of changed them ______ _ 

RV: _______ don ' t forget too so when we wanted them before 

I : That is right I remember that Leftwich changed his from time 

to time so that makes it a little awkward but there were three 

in particular that you remember liaison liaising with ah they 
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came 

RV: Yes. And the fourth and the fourth was the one we are now 

mentioned I prefer Alex Cox who told me another story already 

with _______ in jail 

I: And we will get into that when we are talking about Oma use of 

Oma 

RV: Do not use the snow -------

I: Do remember not a person alright well it is due it is hold 

back for Cox and I will leave it on the organizational stuff. 

RV: Yes. 

?: Is there any forget 

I: Would the cells didn't meet ah once a week necessarily or once 

a month. Did they meet on a as need be basis you see as long 

as? 

RV: Yes I think we had regular meetings as far as I remember. 

I: Yes. 

RV: I think we met I think we met I think we met at about 1960 

toes 

T: Yes so your sense of it is that it did meet regularly 

RV: Yes yes. 

I : And the same thing for the regional except that they wouldn't 

meet that often. 

RV: That is right . Yes yes. 

I: Yes O.K. So I mean your you are even 
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I: I have to ask it and it I remember I know i t is very very 

difficult you know but the two areas that real ly sort of 

function fairly well this way were Johannesburg and Cape Town 

ah my sense of it is that that Durban didn't function that 

well and although 

RV: Yes. See he is well and we were going to see John the Raider 

LaReddo then and he feel i ng various interesting things which 

he was tied to 

I: Listed missed it yes that is right and Harry Cohen I think and 

Mike Wade had meetings but no activities in the other parts. 

One last question on the organization on the cells and any 

recollection I mean my assumption was that the cells were 

always action- oriented in the main but I was wondering if you 

remembered any discussion of ideology of . 

RV: Well this was always when living local it was absolutely 

spectrum as you know. 

I: Yes . 

RV: Ah from sort of dropped to liberal and ah so. 

I: Yes. 

RV: So they were particularly able to progress and Baroche himself 
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and so on and but ah the even most there was there was a 

constant ah constant discussion going on at regional level and 

that level above putting forward some kind of program then 

they you know recalled us ourselves estimate integration and 

put a bit of it and quite a bit name across we got it in 

something and most of us were saying look we are it is still 

at the training stage we have are still fighting our way we 

must not allow announce our existence until we really got 

something we pulled off and we let our days going down to the 

States as such a thing ------

I: Sure. Yes. Yes. 

RV: Practically before we got to that stage but ah so and in fact 

that thing that was rushed out at the end. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And seemed sent off to people in ----- something that would 

was really against my wishes. 

I : Yes. 

RV: But ah I was you know but 

I: Yes and we were just have loads of them that so then or were 

there any other issues that would have been idp quotes 

ideological in a very broad sense that way. Ah you know there 

was the one issue was you know manifesto or is it too early or 

would have there been of any others like for instance whether 

they should be connections with the ANC and within contact 

and so on. 
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RV: The idea the idea always was that ah that we treated in 

contour and ah the PAC for close unreachable and ------
immediately and labour is in contact compound with the mini

structure and the liberal the home would 

I: Yes. Yes. 

RV: Their home company is if they did develop it in something that 

the PAC who is still with a chance of some sort of set school 

in ship delivering outside the country and that we would be 

the group that would I think I said this before. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Would would bring them together I remember and by our own 

actions you know establish our own position and the strengths 

and the problems and incarnation like that but no it wasn't 

and I don't think any of us particularly wanted to join on to 

the ANC or join on to the PAC. 

I: On to PAC yes. 

RV: Or even this ah half base unity with them and 

I: Yes. 

RV: Under political crack before they are even mad at the 

predictor or never the less out alot 

I: Yes that is right. 

RV: But ah so that was that was so but while that was the whole 

argument with was the revolution about whether there should be 
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a revolution pressure as you say. 

I: Yes but ah so it I mean I know this is going back ah far off 

yes 

RV: Are you off going off . 

I: I was wondering whether that ever became a big issue the last 

I mean 

RV: In a socialist program this was the year for these remarks 

and. 

I: Yes sure. 

RV: And particularly the progress ah and you say that unless we 

have some absolutely clear cut ah you know. 

I: Yes. 

RV : Socialist faces the whole thing we are just going to be one of 

the ring running around in circles -----
I: Yes. Yes. 

RV: With the quality of opinion things and say this was argued 

about very much. 

I: Sure yes. Now those discussions would have taken much more 

place at the regional and the national level rather than at 

the a t the cells the cells were yes. 

RV: of well not at -------
all at the cells anything could have been was not at all 

possible part of the reach 

yes 

I: Yes yes. What about the issue of getting roots? I mean maybe 
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this we can jump ahead in fact of the transsky at this point 

of getting a mass base I thought that that I. 

RV: No certainly not that. 

I: I thought that that was another issue that at some time could 

conquer us. 

RV: That ah no but yes I mean that would have been for a kind of 

political argument that the man would not be aware of of the 

you know we tried to but yes it has to be of the race suppose 

to be the committee of which the what was the name we had for 

the mass organization because this was simply the mass 

organization because this was suppose to be the committee . 

I: I knew that is that is a new one to me sorry. 

RV: Our trip to be is 

?: Oh I see to look for it 

I: Well maybe maybe his section does have that and getting the 

RV: Things are based on what is happening in Algeria ad and so on 

do you have 

I: Yes but the idea was there was to be a mass political front in 

a sense. 

RV: That this would but then this wouldn't only have been us as 

far as I can remember that does not seem to be 

I: Now isn't that wasn't any isn't that amazing I that is 

completely new stuff to me. 
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RV: But I mean you know it was all almost alien and didn't the 

slowness of a bridge you know because I think you knew a chap 

in about money we didn't have any bloody money. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Lyn stole it all you know. ------
I: Yes yes . 

RV: You know . 

I: Yes and he wasn't sending it from London either ah yes not a 

penny. 

RV: Nothing nothing at all. 

I: Maybe. 

RV: Explosives are raised by the legions and by the by the. 

I: By the Burmens. 

RV: No by the Burmens either the good 

famous glass the -----

I: Shipments that is right 

RV: Ah but Dr. Lennard paid for that but ah 

but no I mean the point was we knew the money was there only 

in dictation expectations and then we kept writing you see and 

so the cloud ___________________ I this bloody 

explosives and air craft none of which we have any say in 

whatever play by play anyway. 

I: Yes but I thought I mean the later critics or analysts people 
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I : Have argued that the lack of a mass base of coming of not 

having a mass base was that the kind was noted yes. 

RV: Who is leaving the taking somebody else we could do this thing 

about the issues in we have the IRA that is going on here this 

chap Love McGinnus who has our finger in as the IRA boss who 

is in 

I: Yes oh this is the fellow I saw on T.V. 

RV: Yes that is right who is a rather radical absolutely out of 

the open here but in ________________ _ 

I! Yes . 

RV: But from the moment he became a public figure and should fade 

in ---- he dropped any reference to them t o the -----
IRN 

I: IRN yes. 

RV: He decided exercise to have seen he can't run both. 

I: No no. 

RV: If you have a mass movement do -------

I: Sure. But it was the argument was that was at ARN at the 

enceinte had those connections. O.K. just getting back to 

this issue of the mass base ah the suggestion was that perhaps 
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not enough was done or whether that it was the inappropriate 

of the work men 

RV: O.K. the encounter grew out of the ah out of the ANC. 

I : Yes. 

RV: We were going to do the other fellow the other another way 

around and we did but I don't think as -----

far as I can recall it was not it was not the intention that 

the African Freedom Movement I think was the title the 

original title for them yes. 

I: Yes yes. Yes I remember references to that. 

RV: Yes but that was wouldn't only be us but that would be the one 

with it to who incorporated to the heads of the groups of the 

ANC 

I: Other groups yes and it would be a coalition only alright O.K. 

RV: Yes that original that we would pull it up ourselves as well. 

I: Alright O. K. good. Ah but and you don't you know that you 

don't remember big discussions on that I mean there was 

probably general agreement on that as the way to go. 

RV: Yes we I mean we had such a short life we never really got to 

that stage and 

I: Yes . 

RV: _______ ______ But I mean the Trans Sky certainly 

was the only one that did that. 

I: can you talk a little bit about the Trans Sky I ah I mean you 

were doing that separately ah you were fighting 
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RV: I was doing that in the liberal party we were busy trying to 

oppose the service of the so incumbent thing. 

I: Yes. 

RV: I was in kind of talked about and to teach about the ten 

partner and chief who was in threat of all opposition and I 

think the porter was a broken leaf from the West 

country land _____ _ 

I: Yes . 

RV: The chief very respectable sorry load so alone I know but he 

wasn't sort of talking politics _______ and 

----- they were terrible forces sightings but 

nevertheless I was going to issue qualities and make you laugh 

and so on . 

I: Yes. 

RV: I was quite steadfast against it and it was used being got out 

by my time towns' people and they all laugh was going out of 

the towns' people all that was going on and all we were doing 

was trying to present possibly the strange ideas and back-up 

to some where better and something and nobilize and transcribe 

the very opposition to the what had been given gone to the 

authorities and then we and then we 

saw them coming. 

I : Yes but you were doing that for the LP and not at all for the 

ARM. 
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RV: No but in fact in the process ah one was identifying the sort 

of people who could fairly and I remember particularly using 

meetings with the Bob Watson's presence i n which a big 

argument took place as to whether we should say to seat 

ourselves with a 

which was happening to 

everybody today. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And ah anyway as we weren't going to Watson's feeling would 

show but . 

I: Oh really. 

All: Ha. 

RV: Yes. As we were still very silent pure about this 

violence against people yes 

------

I: Yes about riots violence and stuff and a good thing to I 

suspect. 

RV: Yes and we didn't of course I am not saying we didn't take a 

sort of pass ah kind of dynamite it was just a that was what 

we were agreed on and stuck with. 

I: Yes and would it move the movement in a very dangerous new new 

fate 

RV: Yes wel l if you don't go today and Encounter was the same 

position I mean but then. 

I: Yes . 

RV: _______ _______ then my father and first Marella 
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went to jail and that is crisis of not you know not a valid 

cup of tea 

I : Yes. Yes. No that was my lunch. 

RV: Yes. 

I: So the Trans Sky activities then there was never an ARM group 

formed in the Trans Sky on the basis of any of this at. 

RV: Well. 

I: I mean at one point I understood that Patrick Duncan was 

actually trying to do something in the mountains of the 

Sudanese yes. 

RV: That is right Pat had Pat broke his ban he was on a under I 

also standing explaining all the things and he was Pat like 

ways who dashed across to the mountains and Robert Suiter and 

he bought these two training stools and one impressed called 

Good Bomb Case UBUND which was the one he settled in. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And ah that was actually used by the PAC what he was then a 

member and the this chap this fellow ah 

I: Not Labella? 

RV: No. 

I: No. 

RV: No he worked in ----- Reggie and the brother of - - ----
Ace which is A.C. Jordan oh I cannot remember names very good 

for to get sort of an interview of the basic like we used to 

the name basis of their names then but it was a disaster. 
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I: Yes. 

RV: But that was but Pat that was a little bit later but T went 

there with one chap who was a regular and anyone who was there 

and and had talks with Pat and he was ah and I think Robert 

Watson didn't have something some liquid and no matter what 

she he did seen him as well. 

I: Yes. I know you went there with Norman Bromberger at one 

point I think. 

RV: He was strongly. No I didn't go with him not. 

I: No. 

RV: Not to I might have gone to the Trans Sky with him. 

I: Alright. 

RV: But in several _____ idea I went with Leftwich and Eddy 

Daniells and I for instance went ah went through the Trans Sky 

and. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And I mean that was really me ------ me had pulling him 

five over keep equal across the various work went 

for all of the time we could count when. 

I: For possible development of the ARM . 

RV: Yes and the idea was that we would be able to call what they 

all bloody well wanted in the Trans Sky with was guns. 

I: Guns yes. 

RV: You know you go to these big secret meetings that might and 

you do all of your political flip flap and then some outraged 
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idea would say are you going to give us guns you know tell 

them I am terribly sorry I was honest. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And you know where people think of that so -----
I: Yes but there were kind quite a number of activities in the 

Trans Sky then I mean you must have gone in a number of times 

in all two years yes. 

RV: Oh yes constantly yes. 

I: Yes. So I mean you I get a sense of that you have spent most 

of your time for the liberal party in the Trans Sky or is that 

for one intense period? 

RV: Oh well I said one little word work about the time I spend but 

then at no just I was in an intensed area yes . 

I: Yes. Before you were banned lately. 

RV: Yes quite 1960 1966 I went in first and I think the emergency 

was still on before the fun -----
I: Yes . 

RV: Yes that is right I was there before when the formal lenting 

broke up and I wasn't actually involved and everybody was not 

involved in it and that the 

I: Yes . 

RV: But I was in the West part of Africa and he drove over and 

then wasted but from then on we waited for about when that was 

in at the basics to April May 1963 through until I was banned 
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at the end of 1 963 I was in and out a great deal but you know 

these I go there for a week or fortnight in another month or 

two get out and none of this was so went above the one start 

O.K . 

I: ¥es but what did you do did you meet ANC people or did 

anybody? 

RV: ANC d i dn't exist . 

I: They didn't exist. 

RV: It was a marvelous little boy called Timothy and so when so. 

r: And who is yes 

RV: _____ who was nominally here ANC which was never and not 

tell he was a knock out thing he didn't have a bean and any 

musical ringing has to play and they were use the writing 

recorders and then it runs in the place which is suitable and. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And I say they certainly they put me up at all and so on and 

he was a good friend and we you know but there was no ANC and. 

I: Yes. And your job was then to just go and try and organize a 

resistance to . 

RV: Yes to to help you know there is a co-ordinator of all the 

various groups they unfortunately too much of it was at the 

chief level because it was always felt you know that is hard 

but that is how the Trans Sky is. It was felt that ah chief 

send him a jacket as what could be the back of the cloud 

whatever to bring down the j ello what would be we say that the 
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his people feet across. 

T: Yes. 

RV: But he just he just wanted to -----
I: Oh all the money he made yes. 

RV: You know he said he was against it and you know not quite sure 

that he has ever been able to right now to the side kick 

psychic you know and so one . 

I: Yes. Yes. 

RV: And so one was lovely 

awful at a time and they speak to port 

holes _____________ Victor Port Holes right. 

I: Oh really. Yes. 

RV: Oh Victor Port Holes a day so he was you are doing wonderful 

work you know and then didn't dear platter and so ------
and good 

I: Yes. And but wouldn't come out on any kind of strikes or any 

other activity ------

RV: Yes it was yesterday at the Trans Sky was certainly not as 

well or another one. 

I: Yes. 

RV: But that was the trouble we had to act through them because 

there was no other thing you know. 

I: Yes but it never went any further than in terms of the ARM 

apart from those initial contacts where. 

RV: No that was stage two that was when we would of over arrested 
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reacted yes movement yes that was ~nd thesis have there and 

others as well. 

I: They were also into the Trans Sky. 

RV: Not many and that was basically is who they were for the smile 

of a fortune on his mild fortune and 

I: This was an ARM member . 

RV: No who he really wasn't until he until he came he 

I; Until what. It wasn't Randolf Henderson. 

RV: No no Randolf Henderson was the chap who was British 

Ambassador in 

I: Oh and Nevil ah ------

RV: Bureaucrat and Nevil they are not sending her Alexander 

anyway . 

I: Why am I having this complete blank ah yes . 

RV: contagious you are 

catching it from me. 

I: Oh ah no there was a pal who was a boat builder who was a 

friend of Daniels who helped him. 

RV: Oh that is him I actually I have never met him. 

I: Who was a carpenter . 

RV: Yes yes Daniels and Eddy talked about him I mean 

I: Yes and I did meet him but I didn 't ah he was very very 
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reluctant and very very nervous about talking to me so I 

didn't even ah oh it will come to me in a minute moment. 

RV: . Actually I think -----
there was a boyfriend Jim Blocks. 

I: Oh really I have never heard the name I although I have never 

heard of an Issmount ah. 

RV: It was Yardley's father he his sur name was an Anglisized 

hoodlum of Cape Berlay and to go back and 

I: Yes. 

RV: 

I: Yes and what about and so Duncan was never involved in any way 

with the ARM because Duncan was seen to think he was in some 

way. 

RV: Yes he was a sort of an affiliate if you like we he we took it 

into our confidence he was also a possible source of funds you 

know he was ready for this sort of action ah but and there he 

was poised he had an operation we and he had funds and he 

really wasn't suited for under the bed with a place ah by the 

river 

I: Yes. 

by South Africa and 

RV: I had forgotten whether he left or when we went back . 

I: I think he left. 

RV: I think he left yes. 
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I: I think he left and I mean and went yes and went up to Algeria 

yes. 

RV: He left or we went back . I think so yes. 

I: Algeria yes. 

RV: Yes. 

I : I guess you would have been his main contact then in ah yes 

because you knew him well and he trusted you yes. 

RV: I was his main contact yes. But I wasn't anyone who saw him 

because I just went to sort of years 

I: Yes O. K. Ah so that is an interesting other part of the whole 

thing and one last thing on the organizational stuff or two 

other things I wanted to ask . The national committee it 

didn't meet that often did it in the time you were there what 

there were perhaps three meetings that I can think of. 

RV: Oner didn't go to for some reason ah one was in Cape Town and 

where have you been at that -----
I: No you came down yes. 

RV: And two initial one of course that I remember one if not I 

remember saying with a progress 

saying that the language 

for one of them 

for another and there 

have been two or even three other than Johannesburg yes and I 

only 

I: In Johannesburg yes. 

RV: I only remember that one in Cape Town already. 

I: Yes. And you missed one in Johannesburg then as well I think. 
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RV: Missed one. Well maybe in Cape Town. 

I: Yes alright and ah anything there at the National Committee 

meetings that was distinctive I mean there I presume they 

would be talking strategy rather than tactics there they would 

be talking more about the political issues. Are there any of 

those meetings that sort of stick in your mind? 

RV: Well no I think we were mostly talking organizational stuff. 

I: Was. 

RV: I mean we were desperate I think we by you know we had to get 

on with it we had funds and training and so on and recruiting 

lists so because we weren't anxious to expand the them and 

until we really got on top of where we got to so. 

I: Who shared those meetings at the National Committee I mean 

because it didn't have there wasn't a head of the organization 

was there regional? 

RV: No I mean there was a Baroche, Reed, Fred Pragar was planning 

the thing out ah . 

I: Yes. 

RV: Ah there was Monty ---- and planning the initial one. 

I: At the beginning yes. 

RV: I don't know I think we were the three sort of main ones. 

I: Main ones yes. 

RV: And there was a terrible clash between Fred Pragar and Bob 

Watson was a bloody handful actually yes. 

I: Was he yes. 
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RV: Yes you know if he went upstairs meeting into his _____ _ 

and had a terrible round 

I: Now on one issue. Can you recall? 

RV: I think he was just being bloody minded about absolutely 

everything I was so upset and I was really ------
I: Everything yes and complain ever he use t o complain alot about 

the organization didn't he the quality of the people and so on 

yes yes . 

RV: Covering up his own weaknesses from them. 

I: And that it might have that that was the source of the 

conflict any other issues that you can think of being 

discussed r don't know I know they lost one in Apr il they came 

back and they wanted this manifesto for a newly named 

organization that was obviously quite a debate there yes ah 

about whether that was too premature and what. 

RV: No it didn't actually plans are put up but if in particularly 

Watson I remember putting quite detailed stuff ah and sort of 

targets and sequence and timing and all of this directing that 

and alot of time when we stand up that but I mean largely on 

the on the basics of supplies in. 

I : Yes. Of getting supplies getting more stuff . 

RV: And this ____________ desks I mean you know his name 

money I really changed it quickly get me we are bloody well 

ahead of our time and this sort of thing became common place 
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a few years after we have come today but in those days anybody 

everybody was funding this kind of thing and then got that 

money from bell bar that was it. 

I: Yes yes. 

RV: Then I mean Pat Duncan had tried to set up a thing on his own 

this was an idea of setting up a base in Port swana as well. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And had he been to the CIA which was a nasty letter mistake 

and they shouldn't at all ah and but you know where else do we 

hear from . 

I: Yes yes . No I mean I there I was ignorant even involved of in 

trying to get money from the Americans side some yes. 

RV: I remember the statue but they are trying pair desperate in 

the thi ng I mentioned that before that is I am sure you were 

and terribly sorry you know Joe was Scandinavia Sweden for God 

sake and poor do we have here as later 

I: Yes. 

RV: Another one was ah somebody who went to Italy. 

I: Oh and tried to get some there. 

RV : And tried there because ah 

I: Trotsky I heard or something like that. 

RV: Alot of stuff was going on and even yes from this we had a 

c ollection with and nothing happened only some tragedy from 

that. 

I : Yes . 
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RV: I remember a chap visiting us from one of these groups abroad 

for Trotsky I remember that and yes yes. 

I: Yes I remember him and Baroche was discussed then. 

RV: He was a very nice guy but nothing came to us at all. 

I: Nothing came from it at all yes well they were not 

particularly flush in money anyway. 

RV: No of course not. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Ah so that one anyway but Hugh tried in the States yes. 

I: Yes I mean that is near the end _____ and absolutely yes. 

RV: But t hat didn't stop it you know there just was no at the time 

we were ___________ bored at all 

I : Sure. What about relations with ah so funds are really 

essentially apart from the stuff that Lang was spending on 

boats and allegedly on a plane that was taken taking peopl e 

out of the Toronto land and. 

RV: Half the time yes. 

I: He claims he took many many people out nurses and so on 

outside of South Africa yes . 

RV: Oh really -----
I: He claims now that it was ARM activity. 

RV: Yes. 

I: Friends then came essentially from people internal l y because 

you all comfort with your own yes you had to give what ah can 

you remember what the amounts were? 
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RV: No idea. 

I: I think somebody has actually told me. 

RV : Oh I there was a small source from some where where a member 

were an affiliate if you like yes gone like gone man who use 

to say that he was twenty-five pounds in one month through 

like. 

I: Month yes. 

RV: You know -----
I: Yes just to sympathize the whole who gave that to you yes. 

RV: Yes that is it then there was somebody in the north of England 

who said he said leaving the liberal prickles it did sometimes 

month it was small then level -----
I: Yes. Yes. It was alot of money in the sack yes well it was 

still. 

RV: You know that sort of stuff. 

I: Sure yes not enough to finance a revolution . 

RV: Oh ridiculous . Oh absolutely. 

I: Ha . Alright O.K. How about the issue I will push it along a 

little relations with London ah the initial relations would 

have always been with the about the Burmens . 

RV: Yes . 

I: And they were essentially the London Committee I guess . 

RV: Well you _____ had to much then 

I: Right from I mean . 

RV: ____ ______ have you been to the Baroche estate some 
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time haven't you very very actively-----------------' 

that is very important -------
I: No he was he was beginning at the university he that is what 

he he was not active he said in fact in when he was here. The 

London Committee essentially was. 

RV: No. He lived in the Cape Town when he arrived back the school 

days when one front of our ____________ see 

I: Back. Yes that is right that is right . I just wondered how 

ah you know what relations with quotes London will like. Do 

you have a sense of yes. 

RV: Technically cordial Nevil was absolutely marvelous. 

I: Yes. 

RV: We ah we the only thing was constantly brought us down was 

this thing feeling in the commanding of yes we weren't getting 

them through. 

I: Yes and that some how. 

RV: She ______ had tried to say she couldn't move do it that 

is right. 

I: And she couldn't get it out of land. 

RV: Yes but she isn't just a bloody charmer but the we were really 

angry with him I think we always thought there was an 

explanation but you know. 

I: Ha. It is amazing I mean and you were trusting and you knew 

him a long time and he had was bold and he had carried out 
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activities that is right extraordinary extraordinary. So the 

relations were cordial and. 

RV: And then I mean he talked about. 

INTERRUPTION 

I: was he 

around -------

he use to run 

RV: ____________ run around collect boxes and his 

collect letters and they were absolutely safe you know. 

I: That is so amazing. 

RV: Yes _____ compl etely ____ _ 

I: They know they know you you didn't even have to sign any. 

RV: No. 

I: Or you could sign a false name without giving an 

identification type of paper I presumably and didn't ask for 

a. 

RV: No. That is right. We happened to have a number of them yes 

no way no. 

I: They didn't ask for a license or something like that. An in 

way _________ _ 

RV: Because they might add your name t o Bobby ------
like the way it was -------

I: Innocent time. 

RV: Yes. 

I: Yes. Randolf let's go through the last three questions then. 

Let me let me start with maybe the easiest and the one that 
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you might have least to say on code names can you remember it 

at all any of the code names ah I don't know your. 

RV: No. I have got a list some where believe it or not. 

I: Do you really? 

RV: No I tell you what I did find. I found a detai led thing that 

Mike Schneider had told me about well 

like you know he was the £irst person who knew about Leftwich 

I think. 

I: Yes and he just said to me he had written something. 

RV: Yes I found those notes. 

I: Did you actually find that? 

RV: Yes but I will I will go back. 

I: No chance of digging that up in New York 

time. 
---- thing at some 

RV: Not this moment but I will I will make it a thing to do yes. 

I: Alright. O.K. yes I will make a note of it too to remind you 

some time if there is some possibility of that . 

RV: Yes right . 

I: No time I haven't called Schneider by the way but I will. 

RV: Was it you who were telling me about Schneider yes it was. 

I: In New York share of 50,000. 

RV: Ha. 

I: Big scandle about how much money the agency that he works for 

is paying to his executives as you can guess. 

RV: Yes that is right. 
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I: Yes. Obviously a very capable man. 

RV: Yes. 

I: Alright so I will try and get that any code makes it I think 

I have got yours don't I yet now. 

RV: And bills anyone I remember even if that is cropped up in that 

bloody old book rack where I can show a note that wasn't the 

others I mean they changed we had to change you know several 

times at least. 

I: Yes yes. 

RV: or. 

I: Alright maybe what I should do is I go through it and I have 

battled the triangle of the trade Japanese 

RV: I think I have battled the triangle of a little bit and 

trained chapter ------

I: And Mark was Leftwich I think ah I cannot remember what Nevil 

was but I would know that yes. 

RV: once I knew it all I cannot remember ------- -------

what his name was. 

I: Yes. What I can do if you don't mind I have got a list of 

these at home and then that I have got question marks against 

now I should really do it systematically I should really write 

to you and say oh there is a reference to Bill in connection 

with X or something like that. 

RV: Yes. 
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I: I thought I would just try it on you. 

RV: I really have a feeling that memory is just a little bit . 

I: Yes. 

RV: I thi nk that sunk 3 5 years ago I 

couldn't think that far you know. 

I: Yes oh it is a long long time together yes. It is a long time 

ago. 

RV: Yes. 

I: Your memory is amazing actually on so many things. Yes I am 

most impressed. 

RV: Oh. 

I: Let's go on to the two last things in the story of Bob Cox 

which I would really like to have on Alex Cox . 

RV: Alex Cox. 

I: And use of Omar start with 

either of them if you like. 

RV: Well Alex ah Alex in all link -------
of course. 

I: Yes . 

RV: Alex was at the Bishop Seven in today he was actually he is 

not a South African original . 

I: Yes you know who also went to Bishops was Robert Watson 

someone was telling me the other day . He went to school in 

South Africa someone said . I think it might have been Sheila 

Robertson. 
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RV: I don't think she is right. He oh he may have spent part of 

his school days but I never think he was at Bishops. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Bishops was running incredibly ___________ all boys 

not set up and that is the one place that he we would be he 

wasn't an OD as they call them. 

I: I s hould check it though shouldn't I. 

RV: Yes he could be a member of the UK branch that is where he 

acted. 

I: Yes that is right O.K. 

RV: Run by a fellow called Walklin _____ _ 

I! Alright that is good. Sorry I have put you off a little bit. 

Yes. 

RV: Alex actually Alex and his mother where and I think I remember 

as the family were retaining from the £ar east during the war. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And they then he goes as far as Cape Town and stopped and that 

is why he happened to be there but he went first he went to 

sell in Porto Rica and then they lived in band and where he 

went to Bishops and then he went to Oxford and ran 

engineering. He was a very bright guy and then he decided to 

south Africa was the last cause that the situation was too 

impossible for him to take all the rest of it and then when 

the a parti happened let's say that the Sharp Pool happened 

across lost straight across 1960 he thought he it could wait 
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it could be done him actually. 

I: Yes. He was a business man up to this point. 

RV: No at that stage he was still an engineer he thought that he 

may have already changed he found that all the engineering 

left for him to do was to teach engineering drawing at some 

very political technique _______ in England. 

I: Oh and he and that was what he was doing. Oh really yes. 

RV: In England so he thought this was background so he dropped 

that and he became a giant chartered accountant as he whizzed 

through the exams. 

I: Yes . 

RV: He was very bright. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And he had a business strong business instincts and he came 

back. 

I: When did he come back then? 

RV: Shortly after Sharp Pool. 

I: Oh really in 1961 perhaps then. 

RV: 1960 1960 in the middle of 1960 second half of 1960. 

I: Oh really in the east then. 

RV: Well and most people left South Africa Whites left South 

Africa because of Sharp Pool Sharpville he went in the 

opposite direction and he went back. 

I: He is going and that is it. 

RV: According to the shoe factory he had money both the shoe 
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idea this would be both ah placed 

post generate cash and also to ah it was a place where he 

could recruit he going around the country at he had to recruit 

people. 

I: But he had no contacts but he had no contacts as we remember 

he was just going to do this on his own. 

RV: No because he knocked on doors people thought he was mad. He 

was. 

I: Extraordinary. 

RV: members chart his own 

I: Yes. 

RV: sorry. 

I: Yes sorry Randolf excuse me. Whose come back. 

RV: Yes and brought this shoe factory to Johannesburg and started 

recruiting people and he got you see he had a great friend 

called Hiron Latta it was only it was in fact use of sister-

in-law never used as American party in places to 

Beirut and one of these extraordinary women sort of Indian and 

South African Indian origin but ah who knew everybody and just 

sitting around and what Jack said and you know what jetted 

around and she had some correction with Cairo she was also 

very useful was working with the soviet ambassador in in 

Canada for secretary so the recent years. 

I: Oh really yes. 
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RV: It was all through Cairo and the history and all was it with 

nice way t o volunteer and I think Erika had been a girl or 

boyfriend with hers and in and in England. 

I: In England yes. 

RV: And then Cox where use of joint in as a sort of bookkeeper a nd 

who she was a nd ah 

I: NUSAS joined him in South Africa. 

RV: Yes they joined in the in the shoe factory in Johannesburg. 

I: Yes . 

RV: And they got hold of explosives at the ear ly stages . 

I: But they are doing this completely outsi de of the NCL. Before 

we before I am the NCL. 

RV: I must get the age I cannot get the dates right because I have 

alot of evidence I must make _ ____ ______ this 

magazines and but I am pretty sure when we had that meeting in 

Alex's house in Johannesburg it was an initial and we a l l came 

together use of it NUSAS I think was really it was alr eady 

inside. 

I: Yes. 

RV: There he wasn't there he wasn't. 

I: It came later I think. 

RV: It came later of course it did. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Because from then on Alex had to simply had to withdraw a nd I 

mean I kept in touch with him with Eddy and I and Alex had a 
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little farm there in near Salinburg _______ and Eddy and 

I going up splitting the day with him there discussingly with 

yesterday yes and ah. 

I: cox had the farm at near stalinburg yes but the factory the 

boot factory was in Johannesburg. 

RV: Yes. 

I: Yes. 

RV: ______ and ah and then in the story of NUSAS was you 

probably heard it was the teams transporting this these 

explosives and dynamite stuff and you know in a port hold or 

something. 

I: In a suitcase or you know whatever. 

RV: I shared chance of these card rivers to leave and that his 

hands should say much that so that they sort of say come on 

and so he went inside and said he just had to shut up and he 

was in with Madella and Sobucca and you know they were about 

both together and Andy Hobbo was in with them as well when I 

when I first what I did I got no idea maybe in London and I 

had _____________________ little treasure of 

the PAC and what can figure and what no broke the broken ring 

to turn out to be ah and he said I don't think you should get 

too moral with this guy ever he may want some unity and there 

will be plenty and not one of us already. 

RV: Yes. 

I: But anyway so that that was use of so he was in prison and 
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then obviously had to mail it mailer in the a member of the 

country. 

RV: Yes he left the country right after his it was his released 

after the serviced time 

I : After in his three years it is before the before the General 

Laws Amendment Act but that when they could tell 

the other members _________ res~arch 

assistants and so on and you know all you do be Cox would 

remind you all about explosives wasn't it yes which is why we 

were and also I said look where they got you years remember 

and that is ___________________ that until you 

have got an idea. 

I: Yes yes that is right and I had have forgotten that sure. 

RV: Oh and. 

I: Did you get to know NUSAS ______ well at all? 

RV: I got inside for the last up to there yes I didn't know before 

and then because where we worked together for a long long 

time. 

I: Yes. Did you have much sense of where his commitment came 

from ah I mean was it a religion it wasn't any end ah. 

RV: He was a passionate Muslum but he wasn't that bad no he was I 

mean he had the most burning sense of alienation indignation 

about the South South African ceremony in more than almost 

anybody from there. 

I: Yes. 
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RV: He was the chap who uses say the only in everybody in South 

A£rica who is not either every South African who is not in 

jail or out of the country is guilty then taking out you know 

there was no excuse. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Either you were in prison or you might not have been caught 

but you know either you were in prison or risking prison or 

worse or you were out of the country everybody else was guilty 

no you know really caught them almost was it almost ticked you 

and in Palestine in Lebanon the Hammas or something like that. 

I: Oh the Hammas member yes ah are we the only the fanatical ah 

sort of Shei the group yes. 

RV: Yes. Yes the members were passionate about it all. 

I: Because I see here his background was Johannesburg Indian Eye 

until he was twelve and then went to work in a factory 

completing his GC with union college so he never went oh he 

was never at university one thing or anything like that. No. 

RV: No he was half Indian and half Jambalaya _____ he was a 

mixture and I think I have forgotten which half was which way 

I think his background . 

I: Yes. And of course he was quite young then he was born in 

1952. 

RV: But of course being born quickly in South Africa you know the 

Indians in South Africa South African Indians. 

I: I had no idea. 
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RV: Yes he was even that dead against Kenya. 

I: That is amazing so is he was a fine fine athlete. 

RV: But he wouldn't keep it up here you he you didn't nag 

everybody is cricoid ah he was angry he got there he just left 

__________________________ with yes he 

wouldn't do anything you know. 

I: The he yes. His life was a bit broken by perhaps the prison 

the prison experience. 

RV: I don't know what it was but anyway I didn't see enough of 

him . 

I: Yes sure. But he never he. 

RV: He and I and Alex use to meet once in a blue moon for lunch or 

something in London. 

I: In London yes but. 

RV: Like that just after I have to use them . We worked the city 

Blocks Books for about I don't know five years or so and I see 

it is only a democracy . 

I: Yes who works ______ still a t City Blocks 

RV : City Books was started by a letter called JJ or still into 

recruiting Dean team when I arrived here and then you know. 

I: Yes. And then you got the job for NUSAS 

RV: Yes. 

I: Yes. But you but you wouldn't necessarily see each other at 

work very much ah. 

RV: Yes we did it was a nice small firm yes yes we did . 
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I: Yes . 

RV: Ah but I didn't have to -------

!: But he did became fairly deep a little fast I heard that he 

joined the Musk and ah quite active as a Moslem yes. 

RV: He was oh he became quite active ______ as a Moslem yes 

and just thirty years _________________ yes he was 

secretary of the he ran the Peel Region Park Moslem in exit in 

his check out 

I: Yes yes. Interesting. 

RV: But I know he used an assembly as he worked for the Sally 

Ambassador at in Ottawa. 

I: In Cape Town in in Ottawa. So he lived in Ottawa. 

RV: Lived in Ottawa for quite awhile. 

I: Oh isn't that interesting. That was after Steven Brooks . 

Yes. 

RV: Oh yes you see he he left as a mere another car director who 

joined Joe for recruited three of us as we all reached the 

we come to 

Cape in 1964 and they had another one chap called Phillip 

Cogens who started with the bread way s started a third called 

Copen Page . 

I: Yes . 

RV: And it was quite on there worth and he recruited NUSAS but I 

think he is all he is doing is the fact that I had to check it 

out yes and then the medicine to be 
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he was useless a very good guy work very -----
much 

I: Was he yes. 

RV: But morose country here. 

I: Yes. Yes. 

RV: __________ we thirty-two of these in and we had. 

I: Too bad yes yes. 

RV: We had reasons about some things slithering away. 

I: Yes. Yes. Did you ever talk to him about the ARM ah that you 

can remember? Yes. 

RV: Oh yes in the early days lost and you see his career being so 

short because he was always already caught and in prison . 

I: Picked up so early yes. 

RV: And then it was when he came out . That is about what happened 

after that he had to lie low and then he left the country . 

I : Yes yes. So the story with Cox is that he. 

RV: And then cox was also well after NUSAS was caught Cox more or 

less had to keep it take it over 

I: Cox then simply because it was his employee . 

RV: Because they were obviously watching him already organized 

immediately if anybody he would leave them to us ah he had to 

keep his house then __________ _ 

I: So Cox never got involved after that really. 

RV: Not at at somebody not at action but he was constantly no not 

constantly regularly and frequently attached on and earlier in 
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particularly a member used alienist and I think a day of 

seeing this far 

I: Yes . Yes but he probably wasn't a cell member or anything 

like that. Yes. 

RV: No he couldn't be. Yes. I was _____ close. 

I: Did he ever learn to fly a plane? Did he was there some story 

about him flying planes or that must be somebody else. I 

thought I had heard something about Cox as a no 

RV: No. Not a sort of thing he would have done but I don't know 

really. 

I : But not in connection with flying people out or so his or he 

became very peripheral from the ARM then after NUSAS was 

elected was ah I am sorry ah arrested. 

RV: Yes he was sort of on an indefinite leave if you like but 

constantly in touch I mean he was still part of the 

organization but yes he just couldn't do you know some of the 

I: Yes but he he was not a potential source of money then because 

ah that is why. 

RV: Can't do it. I think he must have created he probably 

contributed more than most yes. 

I: Most yes. 

RV: I mean frankly the truth that she wasn't a success any ways I 

don't think. 

I: Yes. 
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RV: I think he getting until he married Bobby ____ and I think 

she got him out of the shoe factory. 

I: She was a South African woman. 

RV: No she no she was an English girl who had come out to teach 

Randy in Johannesburg I think to teach English. 

I: Really. Yes. 

RV: Very nice person too . 

I: '/es . 

RV: And cynical about Alex goings on. 

I: When did he leave South Africa then? He must have sold the 

factory at some point. 

RV: He left South A£rica only when ah you know when he was caught 

with the rest of our group yes. 

I: Oh he was taken in. 

RV: Yes really he was yes. 

I: O. K. yes. 

RV~ He was in with Raymond and Hugh 

I: Oh that is right he was. 

RV: And then he had this incredible business of being ah what is 

happening in the Cambridge English Counsel and said come with 

me and they let him out and. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And they got to Yardmost Airport and ah they 

didn' t say anything to you would leave they wouldn't even 

leave the Embassy Ward over there it was a nice life and. 
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I: Yes. 

RV: And they took him to the airport and he was walking across to 

check in I think and then suddenly the loud speaker said 

Mr . Alexander Cox please remember there are God this is i t . 

It was bloody Joe Chisom who remembered I am 

Daniel Meadows star --- you know that 

is what he did. 

I: Right and he interviewed her. 

RV: She had been to see Hugh or somebody else and that was Alex 

there is Alex Cox . 

I: Ha. So he so he didn't have a bad time in terms of 

interrogation then ah the end of the story. 

RV: He was the not there that time he was in incredibly tough hard 

time care. 

I: Care. 

RV: He played rugby for the Grayhounds you know the which was the 

Oxford segment at pleasing __________ well he has got 

a blue about it yes. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And he was a very strong guy a big chap and everything and he 

and he was stood up you know the standing thing already 

I: But did they beat him around. Yes made him stand yes . 

RV: Along with everybody else . 

I: Yes. 
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RV: What and he just wouldn't let on anything on just about 

everything and then what cracked him was that he was then 

brought some where one place to another place and we were 

walking through he saw a human wreck before his eyes which was 

a Black man . 

I: Who had been had yes. 

RV: Had problems. 

I: '{es. 

RV: And this chap said looked at him and said Hello Charlie and 

that was his name. 

I: And he could not recognize him . 

RV: Well I think he said I think he remembered I said realized who 

the guy was but otherwise the chap was identified it was. 

I: I didn't meet them all yes it wasn't another ARM member was 

it. 

RV: It was yes. 

I: I wonder who that could have been . 

RV: Now there is no I cannot think of his name but he certainly 

was one of the ah. 

I: It wasn't Harris it was either. 

RV : No no it was a Black guy. 

I: A Black guy. 

RV: Yes yes sorry I should have said that. 

I: Oh it was it was oh it was in one of these people here like 

Tohonnie or Gladler and Gladler or whatever yes. 
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. Where was I then and well I may even talk 

to Stewart and he admitted that he was Charlie and Alex was 

somebody else. 

I: Yes. 

RV: But he greeted him by his code name. 

I: Oh extraordinary. 

RV: And Alex thought well then Alex was secretary and. 

I: Yes. Yes and then he did make a statement did he 

RV: Did make a statement yes. 

I: Yes and admitted that he had been a member of. 

RV: And then he possibly could I don't know what he was it is 

alright now ____ _ 

I: And then how did the British hear that he was in and ah what 

RV: His mother is a marvellous woman and she may still be alive 

and living in New Jersey ah for a Cox 

I: Yes. 

RV: You really ought to talk to Bobby. 

I:- I will. 

RV: She is a bit cynical about it all. 

I: Yes. 

RV: But but she remembers alot of it. 

I: But she remembered alot yes. 

RV: When we had our liberal head meeting with his mother and ah 

and an incredibly dynamic Jewish lady from her who was a 
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cousin of Raymond. 

I: Yes. 

RV: But in Raymond the entire top national international jury or 

all just got together and bang and they got the gold and Bobby 

Ted Kennedy _____ and what __________ TJK 

everybody· she must yes ___ _ get rid of him 

I: And they were mean and his mother found she was just ah 

dynamite and. 

RV: But ah if Laura Cox in her simple English way that was pretty 

good too ____ _ 

I: Yes as well great for her. Well I will try and contact them 

oh that is very interesting and so at this point ah you must 

have let them buy all of this perhaps as early as August 1964 

ah left South Africa. 

RV: Left what? 

I: Left South Africa. 

RV: Left South Africa. 

I: Yes. 

RV: I had not I think we were still living in Park West. We lived 

here oh no a little after that. 

I: Yes so he was in for quite awhile. He would have been 

arrested after Harris after the bomb presumably. 

RV: That was so mixed ------ night and 

I could I could work that out from my files but. 

I: Yes yes. Yes and then he would have just left South Africa as 
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well and someone else would have wound up his affairs and he 

and he came here. 

RV: I think Bobby stayed f or quite awhile as soon as they come 

with me to to do business was kind type for medicine teaching . 

SIDE B OF TAPE 

RV: And in some ways he would drive me up the wall not like NUSAS 

he was always cheerful and they will try and run your bloody 

life here you know the __________ Jordan people but a 

long time 

I: Yes. But he died quite young then he would have he would have 

been in his fifties ah or was he an older man? 

RV: No he was younger than I was for a part of it this young guy 

and ah he was he was timid and he was always on the left but 

then of course he was ASDP was false and he keep finding the 

key 

I: Yes. 

RV: He was then at my door ___________ at Rogers and he 

was in and he nearly won a seat you know . 

I: Oh really . 

RV: And yesterday and for crisp of the wave 

actually I have some where in the middle leagues or some 

where. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And then he was actually at the Nurse TP Meeting 

and that he was on the platform I think and then he just 
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bloody well collapsed at under 7: 30 feeling ill and had a 

massive heart attack had done him in way to go 

I: And collapsed. Oh that is awful. 

RV: He was over weight and do enough exercise and stuff. 

I: Yes. can you remember anything else about him that I should 

maybe have a note of I mean it wouldn't mean the background as 

schooling. 

RV: He did alot of flying things and or did he fly. Oh I my first 

meeting he had one or two members of his own I was of NUSAS 

who is fooling 

I: Yes. And do you think they were Africans perhaps? 

RV: Yes and also I think the chap who identified him was Charlie 

it wasn't what what they had or what Alex he believed he 

greeted Alex. 

I: Yes I knew it was Charles somebody. 

RV: No his code name was Charlie Packer 

I: Oh that was the code name. 

RV: Yes he was Charlie and he saw Alex and he said Hello. 

I: Yes. 

RV: And identified his name 

I: Yes. 

RV: Alex having to nod everything it was obviously they knew. 

I: Extraordinary yes. 

RV: This chap had already he eventually had the meeting with this 

fellow and he had and he was in a terrible state after that to 
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be 

I: Yes ______ Randy I haven't been able to track any of those 

those Africans at all. 

RV: Well one of them came to England you know Livingston Windianna 

I: Was much _____ oh yes I think I got his name from from 

somebody ah Livingston how do you spell the end --------
MR ------

RV: MRWETYANA when I am not able to remember there is such a name. 

I: Yes. 

RV: Well whether it is 

I: Yes here it is Livingston Mrwetwmytyana, East London. 

RV: ___________ yes. 

I: Yes I got his name from from a journalist who is the head of 

the Journalism School at ah at Rhodes. 

RV: Oh really that is why I choose her yes. 

I: What is his name Gavin Stewart. Now how did he get involved 

in the ARM. 

RV: I think he use to be because I remember at one meeting we got 

an important be __________ in those things they needed 

and one of them was whatever this guy's code name who we 

needed a watch and I had a nice spare watch and an old cousin 

of my mother's had died and left quite a few bits and pieces 

including a very nice watch which I had gotten my own watch 

wasn't in service it was a write off. 
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I: Oh . Yes. Now this guy was at PE so . 

RV: ___________ you may and a fair amount of came out 

sort of PE ____________ watch _____ _ 

I: Oh really. Yes. I have him as an East Londoner pass of or 

living past of the living in East London. 

RV: ______ he is there in ___________________ _ 

the East London ----- ----- ------ people come from 

the Butterworth area which is the edge of town. 

I: Yes. Oh really. But he came to London for awhile. 

RV: He was after he left jail he came to England yes and I saw him 

for -----
I: Yes but and he was in prison for ARM activities. 

RV: Oh I don't not directly no. 

I: No . 

RV: I don't think so . 

I : But he was linked some how to those ARM people in the Eastern 

Province. 

RV: 

Eastern Province. Yes yes. 

I: O. K. Yes alright . 

RV: Yes he was a member yes. 

I: Yes he was. 

people in the south _____ _ 

RV: Yes. I was giving him my watch I remember I 

I: Yes of course you wouldn't get a new watch to some non-member. 
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RV: ________________ with my second best watch. 

I: Alright. 

RV: I remember meeting him in London looking to see whether he was 

still wearing my watch like to mention it. 

All: Ha. 

I: I think that is about it ah Randolf. 

RV: O.K. 

I: I will let it go at that. 

RV: Turn these pages over and you will see. 

I: This ends this ah this interview. 
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